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Abstract:
As the computational power of high performance computing (HPC) systems continues to increase by using a huge number of CPU cores or specialized processing units, extremescale applications are increasingly prone to faults. As a consequence, the HPC community has
proposed many contributions to design resilient HPC applications, may these contributions be
system-oriented, theoretical or numerical. In this study we consider an actual fully-featured parallel sparse hybrid (direct/iterative) linear solver, MaPHyS, and we propose numerical remedies
to design a resilient version of the solver. The solver being hybrid, we focus in this study on the
iterative solution step, which is often the dominant step in practice. We furthermore assume that
a separate mechanism ensures fault detection and that a system layer provides support for setting back the environment (processes, . . . ) in a running state. The present manuscript therefore
focuses on (and only on) strategies for recovering lost data after the fault has been detected (a
separate concern out of the scope of this study) and once the system is back in a running state (another separate concern not studied here either). The numerical remedies we propose are twofold.
Whenever possible, we exploit the natural data redundancy between processes from the solver to
perform exact recovery through clever copies over processes. Otherwise, data that has been lost
and is not available anymore on any process is recovered through a so-called interpolation-restart
mechanism. This mechanism is derived from [2] to carefully take into account the properties of the
target hybrid solver. These numerical remedies have been implemented in the MaPHyS parallel
solver so that we can assess their efficiency on a large number of processing units (up to 12, 288
CPU cores) for solving large-scale real-life problems.
Key-words: resilience; fault tolerance; Linear algebra; hpc; numerical methods; hybride solver
; Krylov; GMRES; FGMRES
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Études sur la résilience d’un solveur parallèle hybride pour
des systèmes linéaires creux
Résumé :
Comme la puissance de calcul des systèmes de calcul haute performance continue
de croître, en utilisant un grand nombre de cœurs CPU ou d’unités de calcul spécialisées, les
applications hautes performances destinées à la résolution des problèmes de très grande échelle
sont de plus en plus sujettes à des pannes. En conséquence, la communauté de calcul haute
performance a proposé de nombreuses contributions pour concevoir des applications tolérantes
aux pannes. Ces contributions peuvent être orientées système, théorique ou numérique. Dans
cette étude, nous considérons un solveur parallèle hybride (direct/itérative) pleinement fonctionnel
nommé MaPHyS pour la résolution des systèmes linéaires creux, et nous proposons des solutions
numériques pour concevoir une version tolérante aux pannes du solveur. Le solveur étant hybride,
nous nous concentrons dans cette étude sur l’étape de résolution itérative, qui est souvent l’étape
dominante dans la pratique. Nous supposons en outre qu’un mécanisme distinct assure la détection
des pannes et qu’une couche système fournit un support qui remet l’environnement (processus, . . . )
dans un état fonctionnel. Ce manuscrit se focalise donc sur (et seulement sur) des stratégies pour
la régénération des données perdues après que la panne ait été détectée (la détection de panne est
un autre problème non traité dans cette étude) et que le système soit à nouveau fonctionnel (un
autre problème orthogonal non étudié ici). Les solutions numériques proposées comportent deux
volets. A chaque fois que cela est possible, nous exploitons la redondance de données naturelle entre
les processus du solveur pour effectuer une régénération exacte des données en faisant des copies
astucieuses dans les processus. D’autre part, les données perdues qui ne sont plus disponibles
sur aucun processus sont régénérées grâce à un mécanisme d’interpolation. Ce mécanisme est
dérivé de [2] en prenant en compte les propriétés spécifiques au solveur hybride cible. Pour évaluer
l’efficacité des solutions numériques proposées, elles ont été mises en œuvre dans le solveur parallèle
MaPHyS pour résoudre des problèmes de grande échelle sur un grand nombre de ressources de
calcul (allant jusqu’à 12288 coeurs CPU).
Mots-clés :
Résilience; tolérance aux pannes; algèbre linéaire; hpc; méthodes numériques;
solveur hybride; Krylov; GMRES; FGMRES
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Introduction

Parallel sparse linear algebra solvers are often the innermost numerical kernels in scientific and
engineering applications; consequently, one of the most time consuming parts. In order to cope with
the hierarchical hardware design of modern large-scale supercomputers, the HPC solver community
has proposed new sparse hybrid (direct / iterative) methods. To achieve a high scalability, algebraic
domain decomposition methods are commonly employed to split a large size linear system into
smaller size linear systems. To achieve this goal, the Schur complement method is often used to
design sparse hybrid linear solvers [24, 22, 15, 14].
However, today’s extreme-scale simulations require to solve linear systems so large that the time
between two consecutive faults may be smaller than the time required by linear algebra solvers
to complete. Consequently, it becomes critical to enhance sparse solvers so that they can provide
a correct solution in the presence of faults. This challenge is tremendous and requires a strong
involvement of the whole HPC community ranging from hardware and system expert [19, 12] (e.g.
for designing low-level support) to theoreticians [5, 23] (e.g. for deciding the optimum trade-off
between numerical remedies and system recoveries) through numerical analysis experts [18, 6].
In this study we consider an actual fully-featured parallel sparse hybrid (direct/iterative) linear
solver, MaPHyS1 [1], and we propose numerical remedies to design a resilient version of the
solver. The solver being hybrid, we focus in this study on the iterative solution step, which is often
the dominant step in practice. We furthermore assume that a separate mechanism ensures fault
detection and that a system layer provides support for setting back the environment (processes,
. . . ) in a running state. The present manuscript therefore focuses on (and only on) strategies
for recovering lost data after the fault has been detected (a separate concern out of the scope of
this study) and once the system is back in a running state (another separate concern not studied
here either). The numerical remedies we propose are twofold. Whenever possible, we exploit
data redundancy between processes from the solver to perform an exact recovery through clever
copies over processes whenever possible. Otherwise, data that has been lost and is not available
anymore on any process is recovered through a so-called interpolation-restart (IR) mechanism.
This mechanism is derived from [2] to carefully take into account the properties of the considered
hybrid solver.
To successfully deal with faults in parallel distributed environments, three main issues are
commonly addressed as follows. The first issue is how to prevent the fault from affecting the
whole system. Secondly one must provide a system mechanism to replace the failed component
and finally provide a strategy to recover lost data. As mentioned above, the first two challenges
are a separate problem out of the scope of this paper. Our focus is to provide remedies to recover
lost data assuming that the fault is successfully handled and the failed component replaced. For
that purpose, in previous works [2, 3], we have developed a new class of numerical fault tolerance
algorithms at application level called interpolation-restart (IR) approaches, that do not require
extra resources, i.e., computational unit or computing time, when no fault occurs. The IR approach
consists in extracting relevant information from available data after a fault. After data extraction,
a well chosen part of missing data is regenerated through interpolation strategies to constitute
meaningful inputs to numerically restart the algorithm. The contribution of this paper consists of:
• designing a new IR strategy for sparse hybrid methods;
• proposing a parallel implementation of a fully-featured resilient hybrid solver by extending
MaPHyS;
• assessing the numerical behavior at large-scale (up to 12, 288 CPU cores) on real-life problems.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents our context in more
details. In Section 3 we explain how we designed a resilient version of our sparse hybrid solver.
1 https://project.inria.fr/maphys/
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In Section 4 we present numerical experiments that assess the robustness and the overhead of the
resilient numerical remedies that have been proposed followed with some conclusions and prospects
in Section 5.

2

Background

We present in this section the building blocks we rely on in the paper. Section 2.1 presents the
context in more details. Section 2.2 presents the basics of domain decomposition Schur complement
methods, which are common to most sparse hybrid solvers [24, 22, 15, 14]. Sections 2.3 and 2.4
present the method used for preconditioning the reduced system in MaPHyS and the parallel
implementation of the solver, respectively. These properties will be essential to design an efficient
hybrid solver (Section 3): we will exploit the parallel design to benefit from available redundancy
as well as the preconditioner to design an efficient IR method.

2.1

Context

MaPHyS mainly consists of four steps: (1) partitioning of the matrix adjacency graph, (2) local
factorization of interiors and computation of the local Schur complement, (3) computation of the
preconditioner and (4) the solve step which itself consists of two sub-steps: (4a) iterative solve of
the linear system associated with the interface and (4b) back substitution on the interiors. As the
object of the present study is the iterative part of solver, we focus on designing a resilient version
of step (4a). The first three steps may be viewed as preprocessing steps for forming the reduced
system and computing the associated preconditioner.
We consider the fault model introduced in [18] which distinguishes three categories of data:
computational environment, static data and dynamic data. In this paper, we assume that static
data are all data available before the iterative solution step. Furthermore, we assume that the Schur
complement, the preconditioner and the right-hand side are static, while the current iterate and any
other data generated during the step (4a) are dynamic data. We recall that a fully resilient strategy
must provide mechanisms to change any failed process, processor, core or node as well as strategies
to retrieve the computational environment and lost data. However in this paper, we focus on
numerical strategies to retrieve meaningful dynamic data. For this purpose, we assume that there
is a mechanism to replace lost computational resources, restore the computational environment
and load static data (for instance from disk). We thus address the follow problem: How can lost
dynamic data be recovered when a fault occurs in the iterative solve step of MaPHyS?
In this context, we simulate a process fault by overwriting its dynamic data (an actual fault
injection is an orthogonal problem out of the present scope) and we then use either data redundancy
or IR techniques (or both) to regenerate lost dynamic data. We simulate the crash of one single
process (denoted single process fault in the rest of the paper) of multiple concurrent processes that
are neighbors with respect to the domain decomposition (denoted neighbor processes fault case).
When a single fault occurs, we exploit data redundancy intrinsic to MaPHyS to retrieve all lost
dynamic data. When faults are simultaneously injected into neighbor processes, part of the data is
definitely lost on all processes; the strategy then consists in exploiting data redundancy wherever
possible enhanced with an IR scheme to regenerate definitely lost dynamic data.

2.2

Domain decomposition Schur complement methods

This section describes how to rely on the Schur complement method to solve linear systems. Let
us assume that the problem is subdivided in subdomains. We distinguish two types of unknowns:
the interior unknowns xI and the interface unknowns xΓ . With respect to such a decomposition,
RR n° 8744
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Ω

0 cut edges

(a) Graph representation.

(b) Domain decomposition.

(c) Block reordered matrix.

Figure 1: Domain decomposition into four subdomains Ω1 , . . . , Ω4 . The initial domain Ω may be
algebraically represented with the graph G associated with the sparsity pattern of matrix A (a).
The local interiors I1 , . . . , IN form a partition of the interior I = tIp (blue vertices in (b)).
They interact with each others through the interface Γ (red vertices in (b)). The block reordered
matrix (c) has a block diagonal structure for the variables associated with the interior AII .
the linear system Ax = b in the corresponding block reordered form reads:


 

AII AIΓ
xI
bI
=
.
AΓI AΓΓ
xΓ
bΓ

(1)

Eliminating xI from the second block-row of Equation (1) leads to the reduced system

where

SxΓ = f,

(2)

−1
S = AΓΓ − AΓI A−1
II AIΓ and f = bΓ − AΓI AII bI .

(3)

The matrix S is referred to as the Schur complement matrix. This reformulation leads to a general
strategy for solving (1). A sparse direct method is used to apply A−1
II and form (2). This latter
system associated with the Schur complement is solved with an iterative method on which we will
focus. Once xΓ is known, xI can be computed with one additional direct back-solve step.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that A is symmetric in pattern and we denote G = {V, E}
the adjacency graph associated with A. In this graph, each vertex is associated with a row or
column of the matrix A. There exists an edge between the vertices p and q if and only if the entry
ap,q is non zero. Figure 1a shows such an adjacency graph.
A non-overlapping decomposition of a domain Ω into subdomains Ω1 , . . . , ΩN corresponds to
a vertex split of the graph G. V is decomposed into N subsets V1 , . . . , VN of interiors I1 , . . . , IN
and boundaries Γ1 , ...., ΓN (algebraic view). Figure 1b depicts the algebraic view of the domain
decomposition into four subdomains.
Local interiors are disjoint and form a partition of the interior I = tIp (blue
vertices in
T
Figure 1b). Two subdomains Ωp and Ωq may share part of their interface (Γp Γq 6= ∅), such
as Ω1 and Ω2 in Figure 1b which share eleven vertices. Altogether the local boundaries form the
overall interface Γ = ∪Γp (green vertices in Figure 1b), which is thus not necessarily a disjoint
union. One may note that
F the local interiors and the (global) interface form a partition of the
original graph: V = Γ tIp (the original graph in Figure 1a is exactly covered with blue and
green points in Figure 1b).
Because interior vertices are only connected to vertices of their subset (either on the interior
or on the boundary), matrix AII associated with the interior has a block diagonal structure, as
shown in Figure 1c. Each diagonal block AIp Ip corresponds to a local interior. On the other hand,
to handle shared interfaces with a local approach, the coefficients on the interface may be weighted
so that the sum of the coefficients on the local interface submatrices are equalP
to one. To that end,
N
T
w
we introduce the weighted local interface matrix Aw
which
satisfies
A
=
ΓΓ
Γp Γp
p=1 RΓp AΓp Γp RΓp ,
Inria
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where RΓp : Γ → Γp is the canonical point-wise restriction which maps full vectors defined on Γ
into vectors defined on Γp . For instance, the ten points on the red interface shared by subdomains
Ω1 and Ω2 in Figure 1b may get a weight 12 as they are shared by two subdomains. In matrix
terms, a subdomain Ωp may then be represented by the local matrix Ap defined by


AIp Ip
AΓp Ip

Ap =

AIp Γp
Aw
Γp Γp


.

(4)

The global Schur complement matrix S from (3) can then be written as the sum of elementary
matrices
S=

N
X

RTΓp Sp RΓp ,

p=1

where
−1
Sp = Aw
Γp Γp − AΓp Ip AIp Ip AIp Γp

(5)

is a local Schur complement associated with the subdomain Ωp . This local expression allows for
computing local Schur complements independently from each other.

2.3

Additive Schwarz preconditioning of the Schur Complement

The preconditioner originally proposed in [8] aims at being highly parallel. The most straightforward method for building a preconditioner from the information provided by the local Schur
complements would
of performing their respective inversion. Such a preconditioner would
PN consist
T
−1
write MN N =
R
S
Γp p RΓp and corresponds to a Neumann-Neumann [10] preconditioner
p=1
applied to the Schur complement. However, even in the SPD case, the local Schur complement
can be singular and additional computation are required to form the preconditioner. Therefore,
we consider the local assembled Schur complement S̄p = RΓp SRTΓp , which corresponds to the restriction of the global Schur complement to the interface Γp and which cannot be singular in the
SPD case (as S is SPD as well [8]). This preconditioner reads:
MAS =

N
X

RTΓp S̄p−1 RΓp .

(6)

p=1

This local assembled Schur complement can be built from the local Schur complements Sp by
assembling their diagonal blocks. If we consider a planar graph partitioned into horizontal strips
(1D decomposition), the resulting Schur complement matrix has a block tridiagonal structure as
depicted as follows


..
.




Si−1,i−1 Si−1,i


.

S
S
S
i,i−1
i,i
i,i+1




S
S
i+1,i
i+1,i+1


..
.
For that particular structure of S, the submatrices in boxes correspond to the S̄p . Such diagonal
blocks, which overlap, are similar to the classical block overlap of the Schwarz method when written
in matrix form for a 1D decomposition. Similar ideas have been developed in a pure algebraic
context in earlier papers [7, 21] for the solution of general sparse linear systems. Because of this
link, the preconditioner defined by (6) is referred to as algebraic additive Schwarz preconditioner
for the Schur complement. This is the preconditioner we deal with in the rest of this study.
RR n° 8744
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2.4

Parallel implementation

Given a linear system Ax = b in a parallel distributed environment, MaPHyS proceeds as follows.
It relies on graph partitioning tools such Scotch [9] or METIS [17] to partition the related
adjacency matrix, which leads to subgraphs. These subgraphs correspond to subdomains while
shared edges correspond to interface unknowns as early depicted in Figure 1a. Each subgraph
interior is mapped to only one process whereas each local interface is replicated on each process
connected to it.
With this data distribution, each process p concurrently eliminates the internal unknowns using
a sparse direct method. The factorizations of the local interiors are performed by each process
independently from each other and require no communication. The global linear system to solve
in parallel is thus reduced to the linear system associated with the interface, which is solved with
an iterative method.
For the computation of the Schur complement, each process computes Sp defined in Equation (7)
in parallel using PastiX [16] (or Mumps [4]), which is a sparse direct solver that also computes:
Sp = AΓp Γp − AΓp Ip A−1
Ip Ip AIp Γp .

(7)

Once the local Schur complements have been computed, each process communicates with its
neighbors (in the graph) to assemble its local Schur complement S̄p (a dense matrix) and perform
its factorization using the Intel Mkl library. This step only requires a few point-to-point communications. Finally, the last step is the iterative solution of the interface problem (2). For that
purpose, we use Krylov method subroutines developed in [13].

3

A resilient sparse hybrid linear solver

We have described the design of MaPHyS in the previous section. Here we explain how we exploit
properties intrinsic to MaPHyS in order to design a resilient extension. While all the proposed
design and implementation has been done within the MaPHyS package to be able to process any
algebraic problem, for the sake of exposition, we consider the 1D domain decomposition depicted
in Figure 2 to describe how data are allocated over processes. Without loss of generality, we will
also use this example for illustrating all the recovery mechanisms throughout this section. In this
example, the domain is decomposed in four subdomains Ω1 , Ω2 , Ω3 and Ω4 with the associated
interface Γ = ΓA t ΓB t ΓC . Interface ΓA is shared by subdomains Ω1 and Ω2 , ΓB by Ω2 and Ω3 ,
ΓC by Ω3 and Ω4 .

Ω1

Ω2
ΓB

Ω4
{

{

{

ΓA

Ω3
ΓC

Figure 2: 1D domain decomposition. The originally rectangular domain is partitioned into four
subdomains with three interfaces.
With such a decomposition, the linear system associated with the Schur complement is described
Inria
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by the following equation


SA,A
SB,A

SA,B
SB,B
SC,B

  
fA
xΓA
SB,C  xΓB  = fB  ,
xΓC
SC,C
fC


where xΓA , xΓB and xΓC are the unknowns associated with the interfaces ΓA , ΓB and ΓC , respectively. Following a classical parallel implementation of finite element substructuring approaches
each submatrix described by Equation (4) associated with a given subdomain is allocated to a
process. A direct consequence is that each process can compute its local Schur complement and
the unknowns associated with a given interface are naturally replicated on the processes sharing
this interface. This is the choice made in MaPHyS and, with respect to this choice, processes
p1 , p2 , p3 , p4 , are mapped on ΓA , ΓA t ΓB , ΓB t ΓC and ΓC , respectively. Consequently, xΓA is
replicated on processes p1 and p2 , xΓB is replicated on processes p2 and p3 , and so on. During
the parallel solution of the Schur complement system, the Krylov solver computes redundantly
and consistently dynamic data associated with these replicated unknowns. As a Krylov subspace
method, we use FGMRES [13] presented in Algorithm 1, instead of GMRES in the released version
of MaPHyS, because it has attractive properties for resilience [6, 2].

Algorithm 1 FGMRES, given a matrix A, a preconditioner M, a right hand side b, and an initial
guess x(0)
1: Set the initial guess x0 ;
2: for k = 0, 1, . . . , until convergence, do
3:
r0 = b − Ax0 ; β = kr0 k
4:
v1 = r0 /kr0 k;
5:
for j = 1, . . . , m do
6:
zj = M−1 vj
7:
wj = Azj
8:
for i = 1 to j do
9:
hi,j = viT wj ; wj = wj − hi,j vi
10:
end for
11:
hj+1,j = kwj k
12:
If (hj+1,j ) = 0; m = j; goto 15
13:
vj+1 = wj /hj+1,j
14:
end for
15:
Define the (m + 1) × m upper Hessenberg matrix H̄m
16:
Solve the least squares problem ym = arg min kβe1 − H̄m yk
17:
Set x0 = x0 + Zm ym
18: end for

Given an initial guess x0 , FGMRES computes the Krylov basis Vk and the search space Zk (Algorithm 1, lines 5 to 14), and the Hessenberg matrix Hk (line 15). Once these three elements
are computed, FGMRES solves a least squares problem yk = arg min kβe1 − H̄k yk (line 16) then
updates the current iterate x = x0 + Zk yk (line 17). It is important to note that the basis Vk , the
search space Zk and the Hessenberg matrix Hk are critical data because on the one hand, they
are dynamic and on the other hand, they are essential for the computation of the current iterate.
According to our assumptions, the basis Vk and Zk are distributed, whereas the Hessenberg matrix
is replicated on each process. For our 1D decomposition example, the block-row VΓA ,: is replicated
on processes p1 and p2 , the block-row VΓB ,: is replicated on processes p2 and p3 , and the block-row
VΓC ,: is replicated on processes p3 and p4 . The matrix Zk is distributed in the same way.
RR n° 8744
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Single fault cases

In this section, we explain the strategy to survive single process faults in the iterative solve step of
MaPHyS (step (4a)). One advantage of having redundant local interfaces is that dynamic data
on each process is also computed on neighbor processes. So, when a single process fails, we retrieve
all its dynamic data from its neighbors. Once all dynamic data are recovered, FGMRES iterations
can continue with exactly the same data as before the fault. Consequently, the numerical behavior
and the solution from the faulty execution is the same compared to the corresponding fault-free
execution. Indeed, the unique penalty is the communication time to reconstitute lost data.
Let us come back to the 1D decomposition from Figure 2 to illustrate how to retrieve lost data.
We present two examples. First we illustrate how to retrieve data when a process with only one
neighbor fails. Second we illustrate the case of a process with two neighbors. For the first case,
we assume that process p1 fails. The Hessenberg matrix is retrieved from any process because it
is a small matrix that is fully replicated to reduce the communication when forming and solving
the least square problem. The block-rows VΓA ,: and ZΓA ,: are retrieved from process p2 . For the
second case, we assume that a fault occurs on process p2 . The Hessenberg matrix is retrieved
from any surviving process. The block-rows VΓA ,: and ZΓA ,: are retrieved from process p1 while
the block-rows VΓB ,: and ZΓB ,: are retrieved from process p3 . Once all lost data are retrieved,
FGMRES iterations continue in the same state as before the fault, exhibiting the same numerical
behavior as in the non faulty case.

3.2

Interpolation-restart strategy for the neighbor processes fault cases

When a fault occurs on neighboring processes, some data remain lost despite data redundancy. We
describe how the IR strategy presented in [2] can be modified to take advantage of the features of
MaPHyS’s preconditioner in order to efficiently survive neighbor processes faults.
To illustrate a fault on neighbor processes, we reconsider the example of a 1D decomposition
illustrated in Figure 2 and we assume that processes p2 and p3 have both failed. In this latter
case, it is not possible to retrieve the dynamic data associated with the interface ΓB shared by the
(k)
failed processes. We propose to use an interpolation strategy to regenerate the entries of xΓB .
A first possibility is to use the linear interpolation (LI) strategy developed in [2]. By using the
LI strategy, processes p2 and p3 solve the local linear system
(k)

(k)

SB,B xΓB = fB − SB,A xΓA − SB,C xΓC
(k)

to interpolate xΓB . This direct application of the LI strategy requires the factorization of SB,B .
However it is possible to design an interpolation-restart strategy that exploits the features of the
MaPHyS preconditioner and consequently avoids the additional factorization. As discussed in
Section 2.4, the factorization of the local assembled Schur complement is the main building block
of the preconditioner. In our 1D example, the local preconditioner of p2 is S̄p−1
with
2

S̄p2 =

SA,A
SB,A


SA,B
.
SB,B

These factorizations of local assembled Schur complements are computed before the iterative
solve step and are considered as static in our model. Consequently they are available after a fault.
Based on these matrix factorizations we designed an interpolation variant referred to as LIAS (AS
standing for Additional Schwarz). With the LIAS approach, process p2 solves the local linear
system


 

fA
SA,A SA,B
xΓA
=
(k)
SB,A SB,B
xΓB
fB − SB,C xΓC
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in the same way, p3 solves


SB,B
SC,B

SB,C
SC,C

 


(k)
xΓB
fB − SB,A xΓA
=
.
xΓC
fC

Consequently, different values of xΓB are available on p2 and p3 and new entries of xΓA and xΓC
are computed. The entries of xΓA and xΓC computed are not used since they are available on p1
and p4 , respectively. Finally we make the value of xΓB consistent on p2 and p3 by simply averaging
these values,
1 (LI AS )
(LI AS )
(LI AS )
xΓB
= (xΓB 2 + xΓB 3 ),
2
(LI AS )

(LI AS )

(k)

where xΓB 2
and xΓB 3
are the entries of xΓB regenerated by p2 and p3 respectively. Once all
the missing entries are computed, the current iterate thus regenerated is used as an initial guess
to restart FGMRES.
The presented LIAS strategy naturally extends to general decompositions based on the same
idea and can be summarized as follows into four main steps:
1. Computation of non faulty entries: All still alive processes compute the entries of the current
iterate that they are mapped on.
2. Computation of right-hand side contribution: The neighbors of the failed processes compute
the contributions required to update the right-hand sides of the interpolation linear systems.
The computation of the right-hand sides associated with the linear interpolation may require
significant communication time depending on the number of neighbors of the failed processes.
Indeed, to update the right-hand side, a failed process needs contributions from all its neighbors. On the other hand, neighbors participate to the interpolation by computing locally
matrix vector multiplications required for right-hand side update.
3. Communication: Each failed process retrieves lost entries of the current iterate except the
entries definitively lost, which are shared by failed processes. At the same time, failed
processes receive the contributions from neighbors to update the right-hand side associated
with the local interpolation.
4. Interpolation: Each failed process solves the interpolation linear system, and failed processes
communicate to maintain the same value of the interpolated entries. This essentially reduces
to applying the local components of the preconditioner.
At the end of the these four steps, a consistent state is obtained and FGMRES can be restarted
with the interpolated iterate as a new initial guess. In contrast to the single process fault case, the
numerical behavior is not the same as the non faulty case anymore. We assess there effects in the
next section.

4

Experimental results

In this section, we present experimental results for the resilient sparse hybrid linear solver proposed
above. As explained in Section 2.1, we recall that instead of actually crashing a process, we simulate
its crash by deleting its dynamic data as we do not tackle the systems mechanism issues in the
present study. Therefore, the cost for resetting the system in a coherent state (such as creating
a new process and adapting communicators) and retrieving static data is not taken into account.
In the single process fault case, we assess only the communication time required to retrieve lost
dynamic data. In the neighbor processes fault case, we present the numerical behavior of LIAS as
well as a performance analysis.
We have performed extensive experiments and only report the behavior observed on a few
examples that are representative of our observations. For all the experiments, the convergence
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threshold on the scaled residual is set as  = 1e-10. We report results for the two matrices described
in Table 1. Matrix211 is a non-symmetric matrix of dimension 0.8M from the fusion energy study
code M3D-C2 . Importantly, previous studies have demonstrated that iterative methods may suffer
from slow convergence [20] for processing matrix Matrix211 and that hybrid methods are likely to
be dominated by the iterative step. Matrix Nachos4M is of order 4M and comes from a numerical
simulation of the exposure of a full body to electromagnetic waves with discontinuous Galerkin
method [11].
Matrix
N
Nnz
Symmetry

Matrix211
0.8M
129M
no

Nachos4M
4M
256M
no

Table 1: Description of the matrices considered for experimentation.
The experiments were performed on the Hopper platform3 . Each node on Hopper has two
twelve-core AMD ’MagnyCours’ 2.1-GHz processors. MaPHyS as well as the proposed resilient
extension have been written in Fortran 90 and support two levels of parallelism (MPI + Thread). As
discussed in Section 2.4, MaPHyS is modular and relies on state-of-the-art packages for performing
domain decomposition and direct factorization. For the experiments, we have used the METIS
package, the PastiX package and the Intel Mkl libraries. Once the problem is partitioned, each
subdomain is mapped to one process. We use three threads per process and eight processes per
node, which leads to a total of 24 threads per node in order to exploit the 24 cores on each node.
For each matrix and a given number of processes, we performed many experiments by varying the
iteration when the fault is injected with only one fault by experiment, and we report the average
overhead.
We note Tr and Tf the time spent in the iterative solution step (step (4a)) without fault
T −T
(reference) and with fault, respectively. The overhead then corresponds to: fTr r .

4.1

Single fault cases

In this section, we present results for single process fault cases. We recall that in this case,
the numerical behavior is the same as the non faulty execution and the overhead is only due to
communication. To solve the linear systems associated with Matrix211, we vary the number of
cores from 384 to 3,072 (Table 2). Regardless of the number of cores, the overhead induced by the
fault recovery strategy remains low. One can also observe the decrease of the overhead when the
number of cores varies between 348 and 1,536. Indeed, when the number of cores increases, the
volume of data associated with each process decreases. This leads to the decrease of the volume
of data loss when a fault occurs. However with 3,072 cores, the overhead increases. This is due to
the limitation of the gain associated with the increase of the number of processes. On the other
hand, according to the size of the matrix, beyond a given number of processes, the fault recovery
involves many processes. This may be penalizing because of MPI communication synchronization.
Nb of cores

384

768

1,536

3,072

Overhead

2.10%

1.18%

0.05%

0.38%

Table 2: Variation of the overhead in the case of a single process fault while increasing the
number of cores using Matrix211.
2 Center

for Extended MHD Modeling (CEMM) URL: http://w3.pppl.gov/cemm/

3 https://www.nersc.gov/users/computational-systems/hopper/configuration/compute-nodes/
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If we consider the result of Nachos4M presented in Table 3, one can observe that even with
12,288 cores, the overhead keeps decreasing because Nachos4M has a larger size. Furthermore,
since the size of Nachos4M allows us to exploit larger numbers of processes, the induced overheads
are very low, which demonstrate the potential of such strategies for large-scale problems.
Nb of cores

1,536

3,072

6,144

12,288

Overhead

0.84%

0.82%

0.76%

0.02%

Table 3: Variation of the overhead in the case of a single process fault while increasing the
number of cores using Nachos4M.

4.2

Neighbor processes fault cases

In this section, we present results for the LIAS strategy designed to handle neighbor processes
faults. We recall that LIAS exploits data redundancy to retrieve available entries from surviving
neighbors, before interpolating missing entries taking advantage of the additive Schwarz preconditioner. The overhead of the LIAS strategy includes the communication time to retrieve available
entries from surviving neighbors, the computational time to interpolate missing entries and the
overhead induced by a possible numerical penalty. The numerical penalty may be induced by the
quality of interpolated entries and the necessity to restart after a neighbor processes fault. The
numerical penalty often leads to additional iterations, which may increase the computational time.
The results for Matrix211 is reported in Table 4. With 384 cores, we have an overhead of 3.65%,
but with the increase of the number of cores, the overhead decreases significantly down to 0.12%.
Nb of cores

384

768

1,536

3,072

Overhead

3.65%

1.31%

0.12%

0.45%

Table 4: Variation of the overhead in the case of neighbor processes fault while increasing the
number of cores using Matrix211.
Even in the case of neighbor processes fault, the overhead associated with Nachos4M remains
very low, from 1.70% down to 0.06%. This demonstrates again the attractive potential of our
strategies for large-scale problems.
Nb of cores

1,536

3,072

6,144

12,288

Overhead

1.70%

1.26%

0.67%

0.06%

Table 5: Variation of the overhead in the case of neighbor processes fault while increasing the
number of cores using Nachos4M.

5

Concluding remarks and prospects

The main objective of this paper was to combine implementation and numerical features to design
a resilient solution for large sparse linear systems on large massively parallel platforms. For that
purpose, we have considered the fully-featured parallel sparse hybrid solver MaPHyS. We have
exploited the solver properties to design two different resilient solutions for the iterative solve step:
one to recover from single faults and another one extended to survive faults on neighbor processes.
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In the case of a single fault, we have exploited the natural data redundancy to retrieve all
dynamic data from neighbors. Once all dynamic data are recovered, the iterations continue with
exactly the same data as before the fault. This solution only requires communications to reconstitute lost data. This solution has no numerical penalty so it exhibits the same convergence behavior
as a fault-free execution. In the case of a fault on neighbor processes, we have designed the LIAS
strategy which takes advantage of the features of MaPHyS’s preconditioner so that it does not
require any additional factorization. All the experiments show that our strategies for both single
process fault and neighbor processes fault have a very low overhead.
We have developed a numerical resilience approach for an algebraic domain decomposition
technique. The same approach does apply to substructuring classical non-overlapping domain
decompositions where the redundancy is naturally implemented in a finite element framework.
These strategies can also be extended and applied to many classical domain decomposition methods
for PDE solution. Finally, we assessed the effectiveness of our resilient algorithms by simulating
process crashes. This study motivates the design of a full resilient parallel hybrid solver with
system fault tolerant supports such ULFM [23].
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